PROVISIONAL
PROGRAMME

Event held under the French presidency of EUSALP

The General Assembly (États Généraux) on the transition of mountain tourism will be heldas part
of the French presidency of the European Union's Strategy for the Alpine Region (EUSALP),
extended in 2021. The event is co-organised by the NGO Transitions des Territoires de Montagne
(2TM) and the french section Mountain Wilderness. They aim to be a federating force by bringing
together a diverse group of players, innovators throughcollective implementation methods, and
forward-thinking by the deliverables produced

CHALLENGES
Bring together the diverse population of mountain players to create
synergy on the need to change the paradigm of the mountain
ecosystem.
Foster appropriate conditions for implementation of the transition.
Create a desire to act together for a living, inhabited mountain region.

AIMS
Enable the voices of local stakeholders to be heard
Make the debate accessible to as many as possible
Co-build a shared vision of the mountain regions
Promote and communicate on existing initiatives
Encourage local momentum to ensure full adoption of the transition

23 September
9am - 10am

10 am 12h30 pm

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION

Presentation of the General Assembly on the Transition of Mountain Tourism

Conference : "Informing and educating ourselves
on the issues of the transition"
Raise awareness and share observations, co-build a joint approach to the
transition of mountain tourism

1. Why are we talking about transition?
2. How to engage the transition?
3. Conclusion, Q&A

2 pm - 5pm

Local workshops

2 pm - 5 pm

"Local actors working together"
Stakeholders have the floor
In-person local workshops

2 pm
4 pm

Partner conferences

Topical workshops

Talks by stakeholders and experts
1. Fiction and stories about Mountains
2. Transition toolbox - Feedback
3. Transition of skills and occupations
4. New forms of governance for the transition
5. Nature's place in the transition actions.
6. Living in the mountains: from myth to reality.

Programme TBC

5 pm - 6 pm

DAY 1 CONCLUSION & PRESS CONFERENCE
Broadcast live and available for streaming any time, registration link
List of speakers TBD

*Semi-digital event, takes place at different times in plenary sessions and virtual workshops on our digital platform. Based on in-person
local workshops taking place in around thirty locations.

24 September
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION

9 am 9.20 am

9.20 am10.50 am

11 am 12.30 pm

Presentation of aims for day 2

Round table discussion: Transition of tourism in the Alpine Region
Define the various approaches to tourism, identify points of convergence and
divergence in the transition across the European Alps

Village of Initiatives

Promote and advocate existing initiatives, foster synergy and develop widespread
awareness of transition possibilities in local territories
Visit the booths of the initiative sponsors

10h - 12h30

2 pm - 5 pm

Local workshops

2 pm - 4 pm

"Stirring a territory into action"

14H-17H

Stakeholders have the floor

Partner conferences

Further details and discussion on
specific topics proposed by our partners
Programme TBC

In-person local workshops

5 pm - 6 pm

CONCLUSION OF EVENT
What conclusions can be drawn and what consequences of this
General Assembly on the Transition of Mountain Tourism ?

Broadcast live and available for streaming any time, registration link
List of speakers TBD

*Semi-digital event, takes place at different times in plenary sessions and virtual workshops on our digital platform. Based on in-person local
workshops taking place in around thirty locations.
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